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Abstract

It has recently been proposed that competition in the provision of internet
access does not obtain the normative goals of network neutrality proponents.
Even under competition internet access providers will still have substantial
incentives to discriminate against independent providers’ content and appli-
cations. We argue that this argument effectively conforms to basic insights
from models of monopolistic competition and, in itself, holds little of the
policy relevance alleged by network neutrality advocates. Without empirical
validation the conclusions of such an argument—an urgent call for material
network neutrality regulation—is unjustified.

1 Introduction

In most contributions to the debate about network neutrality a monopoly structure
in the market for internet access has been regarded an undisputed and unquestioned
precondition for network neutrality arguments to apply.1 Recently, however, new
arguments have been put forward claiming that considerable market power is a suf-
ficient, but not necessary, condition for internet service providers and network op-
erators to discriminate against independent content or applications travelling their
wires.2 It has even been argued that discrimination in violation of end-to-end rules3
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1See, e. g., Lemley and Lessig (2001), Cooper (2004), Frischmann (2005), Yoo (2005), Frieden
(2007).

2See van Schewick (2007), Frischmann and van Schewick (2007), Hogendorn (2007).
3The technical arguments for an end-to-end design in network systems have been seminally de-

veloped by Saltzer, Clark, and Reed (1984). They put forward two basic design principles: First,
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is more likely to occur in the absence rather than in the presence of market power
(van Schewick 2007). Clearly, this argument adds a whole new urge to the policy
implications discussed in the network neutrality debate. The harm from leaving the
internet service provision market unfettered from network neutrality rules would
appear much larger, justifying material state intervention.

The aim of this paper is to show that such claims are unjustified because they
are essentially speculative, lack compelling empirical support, and ignore eco-
nomic insights from the theory of monopolistic competition.4 We do submit that
with our brief comment we remain within the bounds of the economic legal frame-
work of discourse established by the high-profile discussants to the network neu-
trality debate.5 Thus, in a sense, succumbing to the temptation of abstracting away
from the technology we fail to add anything new to the debate that may serve to
help reframe the issue more firmly within a proper informatics perspective. Never-
theless, we hope to at least offer a useful critique of arguments in favour of overly
broad network neutrality regulation.

In the following section we will discuss the weaknesses of what we call the
monopoly-not-essential argument. Along the way we shall discuss some of the
issues raised by this argument as well as some of the broader points connected to
the debate.

2 A gentle critique of the monopoly-not-essential claim

The monopoly-not-essential argument may best be captured with a quote from the
seminal paper of van Schewick (2007):

[A] network provider may have the ability and incentive to exclude ri-
val content, applications or portals from its network, even if it faces
limited competition in the market for Internet services. [. . . ] The
lack of monopoly in the primary market even increases the network
provider’s incentive to increase profits by engaging in exclusionary
conduct in the complementary market, as the network provider cannot

functions should only be implemented at a given layer if they can be fully implemented at that layer.
Otherwise that function must be left to higher layers that are capable of fully implementing it, for it
will have to be reimplemented at that higher layer anyway. Incomplete functionality at lower layers
will in many cases add but redundancy. Their second point is broader in scope, arguing that functions
that inhibit certain applications (rather than merely adding redundancy) should not be implemented
at lower network layers thus leaving a broader scope for applications (including unforeseeable) to
develop at higher layers.

4Our qualifications are not to be construed as a broad rejection of the whole set of arguments put
forward by network neutrality proponents some of which have undisputed merit.

5The core arguments of the ongoing debate are economic ones, only very rarely do informatics
arguments successfully inform the debate. Noteworthy exceptions to the unfortunate trend of framing
the debate over technological artefacts such as software or the internet solely in economic and legal
terms are van Schewick (2004) and Ishii (2005), two PhD theses at the Chair of Informatics and
Society at Technische Universität Berlin.
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simply extract the available monopoly profit by charging higher prices
in the primary market. (pp. 370–371, footnotes omitted)

According to proponents of this theory, the disciplining forces of competition can-
not remedy this situation in the face of pervasive lock-in effects and resulting
switching costs.6 Thus effectively any provider of internet services in a competi-
tive industry has the requisite means and a strong economic incentive to exclude or
discriminate against rivals in secondary markets of content and applications. The
possible adverse implications of such discrimination have been discussed for some
time (Frischmann 2005; van Schewick 2004) and shall not concern us here.

There are two principal problems with the monopoly-not-essential claim. The
prime weakness of the argument is its glaring lack of empirical foundation.7 Most
if not all of the evidence presented in support of theoretical claims of discrimination
and its adverse impacts are, in fact, secondary and often inadequate resources.8

6 Also, it is often argued that access providers will very likely use clandestine discrimination
instead of obvious exclusion thus giving rise to asymmetric information that will put incumbents at
a competitive advantage over rivals. See, e. g., van Schewick (2007, pp. 376–377).

7None of the theoretical papers such as Frischmann (2005), Frischmann and van Schewick
(2007), van Schewick (2007) in favour of broad network neutrality regulation can point to substantial
empirical foundation. Accordingly, the heavy use of qualifiers such as “may” and “potential” mani-
fests the inherent limitations to their claims. In fact, sober empirical research creates a mixed if not
benign picture of network neutrality violations. Beverly et al. (2007) conclude:

The fact that MIT and other non-profit organizations block the Windows file sharing
ports potentially provides justifiable evidence that Comcast’s intentions in blocking
the same ports are not abuses of market power. Indeed, here the motivation for block-
ing is based upon operators’ concerns for end-user security and privacy. (footnotes
omitted, emphasis added)

(As an aside, many other major universities including University of California have been actively
banning peer-to-peer file sharing applications on their campuses.) Others have identified insulated
instances of blocking and discriminating of content and applications by ISPs or backbone carriers
(Windhausen 2006, p. 16 ff.). However, most of these incidents have been dealt with successfully by
swift antitrust actions or adverse consumer reactions. Last not least it has been pointed out that ISPs
often contractually restrict usage of internet accesses (Wu 2004, pp. 211 ff.). But, as Sandvig (2007)
has observed: “Many of these provisions have no legal force and are simply outrageous, presented
legalistically as a scare tactic rather than an enforceable contract” (p. 139).

8Assuming the risk of digressing a little off topic, let us but briefly point to the inadequacy of
relying on secondary and outdated sources for one’s argument by looking into one of the secondary
resources listed in van Schewick’ paper. One footnote refers to some 1999 statistics about unique
visitors and advertising revenues of Yahoo and Lycos assembled by MacKie-Mason (2000) who
argues that “the relationship between reach and advertising revenues is not a linear one” (p. 13) but in
effect one where the dominant party commands an even more dominant share of advertising revenues.
Let us for the moment assume that the ratio of advertising revenues to unique visitors is related to the
share of unique visitors in an industry and not, as one might think, to the value of the content offered,
the effectiveness of the advertising measures and the wealth of the target audience. The most obvious
objection would, of course, be that the data of MacKie-Mason are rather old and too singular to be
statistically significant. One should have run various regressions over the due time series to arrive at
robust dependencies between unique visitors and advertising revenues. Shall it suffice here to look
but briefly into the sources of MacKie-Mason and compare them to more recent figures in order to
see if they even remotely support the argument of van Schewick. The MacKie-Mason quote that van
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Second, the assertion that a monopoly is not a necessary condition to the ability
of successfully discriminating independent producers and thus harming one’s cus-
tomers is based solely on the assumption that significant switching costs in the face
of network effects and returns to scale render anti-competitive measures feasible.9

Note, however, the contradiction in this line of reasoning: On the on hand, it is
argued that monopoly power is unnecessary, on the other, that there are prohibitive
switching costs. The irony here is that switching costs being sufficiently large to
confer price-setting power upon a party render the situation one of plain monopoly
again. Put differently, the existence of high switching costs is a sufficient condition
for monopoly power. Thus the very claim that a monopoly is not essential to the
ability and sensibility to discriminate third parties is untenable.

We suggest that it would be more appropriate to model the situation at hand
as one of “monopolistic competition” where every agent is, in effect, a monopolist
subject to competition by others who are monopolists, too. Monopolistic com-
petition posits that monopoly is an indispensable and valuable by-product of the
very process of competition. It is but natural for any market participant to try and

Schewick (2007) refers to reads:

[T]he relationship between reach and advertising revenues is not a linear one. [. . . ]
Even larger portals do not attract advertising revenues in proportion to their reach
statistics. For example, although Lycos, the # 4 Web property, had 72 % as many
unique visitors as did Yahoo! in September 1999, it received only 36 % as much
advertising revenue. (p. 13)

These numbers have apparently been drawn from a comScore report at http://www.comscore.
com/press/displaycontent.asp?press=161&suffix=htm and the two company’s fi-
nancial statements. The numbers themselves are sound, but one cannot draw the implication that
Lycos would have to double its advertising revenues in order to be at par with Yahoo. Instead, it
would be more appropriate to state that on the one hand Yahoo had 58 % and Lycos the remaining
42 % of their unique visitors combined, and on the other that Yahoo realised 74 % and Lycos the
remaining 26 % of advertising revenues combined. Lycos would thus have to gain another 16 %
of their combined advertising revenues from Yahoo’s share to equal advertising revenue shares and
market shares. Put this way the figures look much less dramatic than MacKie-Mason would have us
believe.

Worse still, if we look at more recent numbers the link between unique visitor share and ad-
vertising revenue per unique visitor seems to break down completely. Lycos advertising revenue
figures are hard to come by, for Lycos is now a subsidiary of Daum Communications, Korea. Thus
we chose to compare Yahoo and Time Warner as of September 2006. To this end we looked up
unique worldwide visitors of both web properties at http://www.comscore.com/press/
release.asp?press=1049, as well as advertising revenues for the year 2006 of both compa-
nies from their annual reports. The results are sobering: Yahoo reaches 480.6 million unique visitors
globally whereas Time Warner reaches 217.8 million. Yet, advertising revenues were $ 5,627 million
for Yahoo and 8,515 million for Time Warner. The resulting ratios bear little resemblance to the ones
put forward by MacKie-Mason (2000).

9Note that the elaborations of exceptions to the “one monopoly rent theorem” leading up to the
central claim in van Schewick’s papers are certainly worthwhile and interesting, yet are causally
irrelevant for the central argument developed in section I. C. (pp. 368 ff.). Relaxing the monopoly as-
sumption renders the foregoing considerations futile, for they are based precisely on this assumption.
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build some monopoly power with his customers.10 Bresnahan (1998) has argued
in the more specific context of vertical competition between the various layers in
IT industries that

[t]o participate at all in epochal vertical competition a firm absolutely
needs a defensible ‘home’ monopoly”. (p. 36)

Put differently, not only is the prospect of monopoly an important source of inno-
vation and growth (Schumpeter 1942), but a monopoly is a vital prerequisite to the
very process of competition.

There is a well-developed literature dealing not only with the social benefits
of returns to scale, network effects, and vertical integration efficiencies, but also
with the limits to feasibly establishing and maintaining monopolies based on such
forces.11 The crucial point is that a monopoly is never perfect, for there are al-
ways substitutes that limit what a monopolist can do without losing customers to
competitors. More to the point of this paper, it is instructive to note that switching
costs in internet access are, in fact, rather low, and do not present a major barrier to
entry for would-be competitors as van Schewick (2007) argues.12 While switching
costs are generally an issue in digital goods markets (Shapiro and Varian 1999), the
“lock-in” to an internet access provider is confined to the sunk costs in equipment

10See Chamberlin (1950) who has seminally developed the notion of monopolistic competition
and has put the main insight succinctly:

Anything which makes buyers prefer one seller to another, be it personality, reputa-
tion, convenient location, or the tone of his shop, differentiates the thing purchased
to that degree, for what is bought is really a bundle of utilities, of which these things
are a part. [. . . ] With differentiation appears monopoly, and as it proceeds further the
element of monopoly becomes greater. Where there is any degree of differentiation
whatever, each seller has an absolute monopoly of his own product, but is subject to
the competition of more or less imperfect substitutes. Since each is a monopolist and
yet has competitors, we may speak of them as “competing monopolists”, and, with
peculiar appropriateness, of the forces at work as those of “monopolistic competi-
tion.” (pp. 8–9)

See also Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) for the now prevailing canonical approach to monopolistic compe-
tition.

11For one of the more recent authoritative references see Shapiro and Varian (1999). For a com-
prehensive advanced textbook on modern microeconomics based on the assumptions of increasing
returns to scale see Bowles (2004). See also Baumol et al. (1988) for the notion of “contestable
markets”.

12An exemplary quote reads:

Bundling Internet transport service with proprietary content and applications that are
offered exclusively to transport customers is a common way to increase switching
costs. In this case, consumers loose access to their old provider’s proprietary content
and applications when they switch to another provider. (p. 375, footnotes omitted)

Clearly, however, this argument is informed by industry characteristics from the time when the AOL
merger with Time Warner raised fears of vertical integration resulting in substantial lock-in effects.
Today, it is tenuous at best to argue that ISPs’ offering proprietary content and applications to cus-
tomers confer substantial market power upon them. See also supra footnotes 6 and 9 and accompa-
nying text.
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and configuration of user devices which may easily be overcome by a competitor.
An alternative provider offering internet access of comparable quality and band-
width to an incumbent will incur trivial switching costs to a customer willing to
change his provider.

As for last mile bottlenecks to internet access, there are alternatives which,
of course, provide only so much of a substitute. But nevertheless, no monopoly
in internet access is absolute. First, a consumer can fall back on a narrowband
connection provided the significantly lower bandwidth does not incur prohibitive
costs to him.13 Second, there are the increasingly viable options of broadband
internet access via wireless mobile networks14 or geostationary satellites15 further
eroding the market power of telephone or cable monopolies. As for producers and
“innovators”16, they are even less constricted in their ability to put their content or
innovation on the internet, for they may generally host their application or content
wherever they please.17

The crucial point is that there is simply no evidence that switching costs in a
competitive environment are prohibitive so as to lower social welfare significantly.
As put succinctly by Mahoney (2004), albeit in a slightly different context:

13It is intuitively obvious that a broadband connection enables real-time, bandwidth-intensive ap-
plications that are simply impossible to implement over narrowband (Kwok 1997). However, as
Noam (2003) observes:

Of course it is preferable to have an internet connection that runs at 1 megabit per
second rather than a slow dial-up service that might be 100 times slower. [. . . ] [How-
ever,] [t]he extra speed of broadband is convenient but not essential. There are few
things one could not do on narrowband outside its use for music and video.

While in the age of podcasts and YouTube a narrowband connection seems hopelessly outdated, the
basic logic of Noam holds true: there is no doubt a diminishing return from marginal increases to
connection speed. As of yet, virtually the only important and widely used applications of high band-
width, low latency connections are real time video, and, to a certain extend, audio (VoIP). Remote
login, messaging, email, WWW, even file transfer are much less dependent on broadband connectiv-
ity.

14Modern “third-generation” technologies such as Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS) are becoming increasingly deployed and offer true broadband connectivity.

15A condition is sufficient visibility to the sky. Plus, while there are latency issues with such
a connection, it generally allows for data intensive applications. And, while upload speeds have
been something of an issue, true bidirectional connections without reliance on additional telephone
connectivity for the uplink are becoming increasingly affordable.

16The notion of innovation is often used in a very casual manner in the network neutrality discus-
sion. Quite often it is taken as a substitute for invention, the step that, in fact, precedes the process
of innovation. On the difference between inventions and innovations see, e. g., Rogers (2003). For
convenience’s sake we adopt here the sloppy wording.

17We shall also note that the vertical borders between the horizontal layers in the internet network
are highly malleable and often there is a substantial interest by innovators and content producers to
integrate tightly with services at lower network layers so as to improve the efficiency of the overall
product. Put differently, successful innovations go well beyond the act of inventing and “posting
something to the appropriate website”. They often involve multiple layers, substantial outlays, and
strong determination (Bresnahan 1998). Google is a good example of this (McTaggart 2006), the
recent iPhone frenzy another.
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The fact that a shift in a particular property regime makes some projects
harder to accomplish [. . . ] is hardly proof of its deficiency. (p. 2318)

In fact, it is precisely those kinds of costs that incentivise others to build businesses
that reduce these costs.18

The argument that providers will successfully use clandestine measures to dis-
criminate against independent parties’ content or applications is equally shaky.
First, for discrimination measures to have any appreciable effect, they must, of
course, be recognisable by a party accessing the rival’s content or application. It is,
however, naïve to assume that the discrimination will be restricted to unknowing
and ignorant consumers while at the same time being disguised so as not to be no-
ticeable as a discrimination. As a result, there is sufficient scope and incentive for
parties to capitalise on any remaining information asymmetries or at least disclose
such discoveries so as to incur public disfavour or give rise to antitrust actions.19

Second, if the discrimination efforts were really to be successfully hidden from
consumers, it is not clear which if any policy implications beyond the conventional
banning of deception and anti-competitive practices would flow from this insight.

Before we close, a note on the disincentives of unaffiliated producers and inno-
vators due to discriminating incumbents is in order. It is often lamented that inde-
pendent parties in complementary markets are in a much better position to produce
and innovate thus creating significant economic value. But, due to the incentives of
network providers to exclude them and enter the market themselves at the expense
of said independent parties, it is argued, these parties will have a severely reduced
incentive to innovate or even refrain from innovating or producing at all. However,
for the incumbent to enter the market himself where it has driven the rival from by
means of discrimination and exclusion may well imply infringing upon intellectual
property rights held by that rival.20 There are very strong and coherent legal norms

18For a discussion of adapters and the dynamics of interoperability standards see Shapiro and Var-
ian (1999). It is also clear that the presence of monopoly profits in the ISP market—not the regulation
of those monopolies—induces competitors to erect alternatives to these monopolies (Yoo 2005). See,
e. g., the ongoing efforts by private as well as—to some extend—public parties to establish alterna-
tive WI-FI wireless internet access structures (Travis 2006). The future may well see more such
efforts based on the emergent WiMAX technology (Gunasekaran and Harmantzis 2006).

19The recent notorious Comcast interfering with bittorrent traffic by inserting fake TCP RST
packets in the communication between two end hosts (http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/
21376597/) has not only triggered outrage (http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/
10/22/comcast-were-delaying-not-blocking-bittorrent-traffic/) and a
formal inquiry by the FCC (http://www.nytimes.com/2008/01/09/business/
media/09fcc.html), but also heightened awareness for the rôle that end users can play in un-
covering such interference of ISPs with the IP traffic between end hosts. In the immediate after-
math of the incident a group of people around Lauren Weinstein and Vinton G. Cerf formed an
initiative called Net Neutrality Squad, “an open-membership, open-source effort, enlisting the Inter-
net’s users to help keep the Internet’s operations fair and unhindered from unreasonable restrictions”
(http://www.nnsquad.org/).

20Conventional antitrust and competition law may apply, too.
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with respect to copyright in software and digital content.21 Patents and trademarks
may well apply, too. Those rights, which effectively amount to limited yet en-
forceable property rights in the resources subject to possible discrimination, will
severely inhibit the network provider from simply emulating a independent rival’s
offer.

And, while it is true that there are significant costs and uncertainties in pur-
suing infringement of intellectual property rights,22 it is likely that the artefacts
in question giving rise to such disputes are rather valuable, in turn justifying in-
curring non-trivial transaction costs. If the value of the artefacts were negligible
there would be little reason for the network provider to discriminate against an
independent producer in the first place.23

The property rights giving rise and legal recognition—however circumscribed
and imperfect—to exclusion and discrimination work both ways, from the internet
provider to the independent innovator and vice versa. The former may exclude
the latter from access to his network by virtue of his ownership and control over
the network, while the latter may keep the former from imitating his content or
invention by virtue of intellectual property rights and enforcement through courts
of law. Thus there is a reciprocity of powers that often goes unnoticed. At the
very least, the intellectual property rights on part of an independent innovator will
increase the costs of discriminating, for the entire surplus thus created vanishes
from the reach of the network provider or, even worse, goes elsewhere altogether
so as to impact the competitive position of the network provider adversely.

3 Conclusion

We have argued that a lack of monopoly power by ISPs will hardly make adverse
discrimination against independent parties likely per se, let alone more likely com-

21See the WIPO Copyright Treaty of 1996 (http://www.wipo.int/documents/en/
diplconf/distrib/94dc.htm) which has largely been implemented by all major economies
including the US and Europe.

22Lessig (2004) has argued:

Many of the most significant innovations [on the internet] were developed first by
[. . . ] the population of innovators least likely to manage the transaction costs of
negotiating with network owners before their innovations get deployed. (p. 40)

This may or may not be true, but it is no proof that the invention and the actual innovations would
not occur when network providers had the legal right and the technical means to discriminate against
independent parties. As we have argued above, an inventor is generally free to host his invention
wherever he pleases. Plus, the actual process of innovation—the dissemination of an invention into
a broader social context—is rarely achieved by a single independent party merely “posting stuff to
a website”. More often, a promising invention is adopted by a party which is capable of fulfilling
the potential of that invention by doing the innovation part which is often enough much trickier than
doing the underlying invention (Rogers 2003).

23There is, indeed, no significant empirical evidence whatsoever of discrimination against third
parties disseminating trivial and to all intents and purpose non-commercial artefacts over the internet.
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pared to monopoly or duopoly situations. The arguments put forward by propo-
nents of such theory are no doubt interesting but ultimately tenuous. The theory
that a monopoly is unnecessary or even detrimental for successfully discriminating
against rival third parties has no compelling empirical support whatsoever. More-
over, it exhibits some troubling inconsistencies in argument. Thus existing network
neutrality considerations should not be applied to competitive ISPs without due
empirical accounts justifying such efforts.

We have also argued that valuable innovations will occur despite the—however
likely—prospect of discrimination by incumbent ISPs, for the underlying inven-
tions will be subject to intellectual property rights in the shape of copyright and
trademarks, and possibly patents, too. Those property rights will serve as a com-
plement to the power of ISPs to exclude such independent inventions and content
from their networks by virtue of their property rights in the network. Thus the
intellectual property rights of inventors and content producers will also confer the
prospect of surplus and thus economic incentive to produce or invent in the first
place.
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